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Webinar Objectives

• Explore how to use social media to monitor and respond 
to the spread of (mis)information during public health 
emergencies

• Describe the importance of being aware of public 
sentiment during a public health emergency

• Identify how to use social media bidirectionally to both 
provide updates and collect public feedback

• Share scalable approaches for managing social media 
monitoring regardless of organizational budget



Agenda

• Social Media for Public Health Emergency 
Preparedness & Response

• Tamer Hadi, Director of Strategic Technology, Office of Emergency 
Preparedness and Response, NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

• Q&A



Social Media for Public Health 
Emergency Preparedness & Response

Tamer Hadi
Director of Strategic Technology

Office of Emergency Preparedness and Response
NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

@tamer_hadi

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
- GENERAL INTRO AND THANKS TO NACCHOMy goal today is to present content that is useful to ANY public health jurisdiction whether large or small.  So while I speak from the perspective of a large urban health department, I have also heard the concerns from smaller jurisdictions, so I hope this will be helpful to everyone.There is still a tremendous need for social media guidance in Public Health and at the same time there are lot of agencies doing great things.



OVERVIEW

• PREPAREDNESS PHASE
– Establishing social media presence
– Social media promotion strategies

• RESPONSE & RECOVERY PHASE
– Brief background
– Best Practices
– Free tools, trainings, resources
– Public health emergency case studies from NYC

• Measles, Ebola, Legionnaires’ Disease, Zika

• Current / Future Social Media Trends
• Discussion / Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is nice to now be able to speak about social media with more conviction.  We no longer need to convince people that this is something we SHOULD do, now it’s something we HAVE to do.  I wanted to break up the PPT into preparedness and response phase activities, though sometimes they overlap.  You really can’t jump into emergency use without 1st establishing yourself during preparedness times.  I hope after this presentation you walk away with specific action items to help get your public health agency or jurisdiction prepared to use social media effectively through all phases of emergency management. For this presentation, I’ve tried to add things I’ve never presented on before, but also some recycled content to remind us about the value of social media and why it’s become a critical tool for any public health emergency response.



2017 NACCHO LHD Survey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For starters, this NACCHO survey conducted a couple years ago highlights the reason why we thought this would be a good topic to cover in this webinar series and we’ll touch on all of these topics in some way today.



Infographic Credit: Hootsuite

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In case you’ve forgotten, social media is huge.



Infographic Credit: Hootsuite

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Taking a look at the largest platforms out there, it’s hard to ignore that the 3 of the top 5 are actually messenger platforms and we’ll talk about that later.As you see, Twitter is further down in the pack, but during emergencies, it plays a much larger role in some cases, than facebook and it’s certainly the place for breaking news.  In the US its safe to say that Twitter and Facebook dominate for pushing out emergency communications, but that’s not to say leveraging other platforms is not useful.



• “social media” 
mentioned 24 
times in 2018 
update

• Only 5 times in 
2011 version – all 
focused on 
outbound use

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I thought it would be interesting to point out how much influence social media has in the PHEP capabilities that we strive so hard to achieve.



FEMA National Incident Management System (NIMS)
Updated on October 17, 2017

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Social media also has a larger presence in the NIMS update a couple years ago.



Establishing Online Presence
During “Blue Skies” / “Peace Time”



“The Case for the Social Media Coordinator”
Kristy Dalton (@kristydalton22)

http://www.govtech.com/social/The-Case-for-the-Social-Media-Coordinator.html

“If you think managing social media just involves 
writing a few quick Tweets and Facebook posts every 

day - think again.”

“Besides ‘simply’ writing content, the social media 
coordinator needs to manage citizen comments and 

complaints, analyze data, evaluate ads, train 
employees on the right way to use social media, create 

reports, work with video and graphics, and more.”

https://twitter.com/kristydalton22
http://www.govtech.com/social/The-Case-for-the-Social-Media-Coordinator.html


Social Media Goals

Set Goals

Measure 
and 

Interpret 
Results

Make 
Adjustments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To be successful on social media, it requires significant time and effort in planning.  Before you jump online and start posting, come up with goals.  For example – drive more traffic to preparedness website content, increase downloads of an app or supporting a specific public health campaign.  This presentation is certainly a heavy emphasis on Twitter, but many general practices carry over to FB as well.  Many health departments are on Instagram, Next Door, YouTube and other platforms as well.  Each with different goals and strategies…



What are other Health Depts doing?

https://twitter.com/PublicHealth/lists/healthdepartments

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you want to see what other health departments are doing, the APHA has a great public twitter list of nationwide health agencies that you can follow and scroll through to see the type of content being shared...lots of great stuff…not enough public health emergency preparedness content.

https://twitter.com/PublicHealth/lists/healthdepartments


6 *FREE* Social Media Marketing & Promotion Strategies

1. Leverage existing agency social media accounts
2. Create/manage a profile for your top executive
3. Use live events to drive traffic to social media posts
4. Participate in national campaigns

• e.g. September Preparedness Month, Hurricane Week, etc.

5. Target specific accounts and audiences using 
hashtags and mentions **

6. Participate in Twitter chats

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We all do great work in public health preparedness and the public really doesn’t know what we do.  One way to help tell our story is to share what we are doing on social media.  Whether it’s a new plan, an exercise or any other public events.NOT SAYING SOCIAL MEDIA IS ONLY WAY TO IMPROVE/PROMOTE websitePublic Health Marketing is a huge area -@nycHealthy twitter with over 40,000 followers, it’s very difficult to start and build a new account, particularly when the topic of focus is already not popular -NYC DOHMH facebook page with over 22,000 followers-live event like the Preparedness Summit or APHA Annual Meetings, or even a press conference in NYC-twitter chats, mostly around preparedness, one hosted by @CDCemergency #PrepYourHealth-national campaigns like #preparedness month-targeting a niche group, like pharmacists



Encourage Top Execs to Engage



Examples of Leveraging Events
NACCHO Preparedness Summit (#Prep18)



Examples of Leveraging Events (2)
#Prep19



Tagging/Engaging Partner Agencies



Participate in Twitter Chats
#PrepYourHealth



Evaluating Success

Social Media Promotion Begins

Website Metrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A simple metric such as website hits can show the difference social media makes.  Of course, we cannot measure behavioral changes, which is what we care about most in preparedness.



Input from NACCHO Communications Committee Member

“Don’t short-change the time used to discuss building 
your audience in peace-time.  Being in a flooding 
emergency right now, I can tell you it was nice to 
have a base following already and to be known in the 
community to have active and timely information. We 
have become a big component of update distribution 
via social media for the response due to the peace-
time focus.”

- NACCHO Communications Committee Member



Encourage your agency to get VERIFIED

- Follower count doesn’t matter
- Don’t be discouraged by slow growth on Twitter

…WHEN THEY 
REACTIVATE THE 

PROGRAM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The vast majority of state and local health departments are still not verified on twitter.  That little checkmark makes a big difference on Twitter when it comes to credibility and authenticity in this age of misinformation.When they reactivate the program….which people are hoping for 2019….go for it.The size of your Twitter account doesn’t matter.  You don’t need thousands of followers to be verified, you just have to apply and prove you are the government authority.  Don’t be discouraged by slow growth on twitter by the way, for example NYC’s twitter account with 46K followers is only 0.5% of the population.  When we make a serious announcement…it gets attention…



$$$ Social Media Marketing & Promotion

– FB ads
– Sponsored posts on Instagram
– Snap Ads
– Promoted Tweets
– Mobile Ad Networks
– Influencer Marketing

• Micro-influencers > Celebrity Influencer

This can get very expensive, very fast

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of course, if you want to pay for promotion, all of the platforms will gladly take your money.   Every platform has its own strategies and nuance and requires lots of research prior to diving in.  There has been many successful public health campaigns on social media nationwide.  The benefit of paid promotion is enhanced audience targeting and generally more visibility of your content, but it of course can add up very quickly.   You can then compare analytics with your organic content to measure your Return on investments.  Sometimes it is hard to measure since in public health we are often seeking behavioral change. 



It’s all about the content…and how it’s presented

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For government, it’s particularly important that we meet the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0



Tell Your Story
@PrepImpact

Website: www.PreparednessImpact.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The communication materials, outreach tracking form, and additional information can be found on our new website at www.PreparednessImpactProject.com 

http://www.preparednessimpact.com/


Social Media During a Public 

Health Emergency



Effective Use of Social Media During Emergency is Bidirectional

While outbound risk communication is critical…Listening is just as important!

Pushing 
Information 

Out

Taking 
Information 

in

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s not always about the quantity of posts.  Depending on the incident, social media listening should be happening 24/7 or throughout whatever the emergency operational period is.  So overall you are always listening more than posting.



1. Provide Public Situational Awareness
• What you know and do not know
• Control the story as quickly as possible

2. Build Public Credibility/Trust
• Establish audience before emergency

3. Direct Engagement with the Community
• Two-way communication answering questions 

or addressing comments
• Ignore trolls, bots

Pushing Out Incident Information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Don’t allow time for misinformation and rumors to pick up.  While misinformation is going to happen regardless, putting out as much factual information quickly will allow people to reference the facts and self-correct lots of rumors and misinformation.Sharing information consistently on social media will help build trust and credibility.  A lot of trust building happens before the emergency, but even more so during the emergency.  You don’t want to go silent during a public health emergency.Respond to questions and engage the community.  This shows you are not just a government robot, but human too.



1) Informational / 
Actionable Message

2) Link to more info

3) Hashtag

4) Picture / Video / GIF

Best Practices for Tweets
General Format

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I have a strong focus on Twitter, being that it’s the platform where news breaks and where news should be shared, but certainly posting the same information on Facebook is also important.  I’ll only touch very briefly on other platforms in a bit.



Best Practices for Tweets: Threads

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Obviously there is always more information than 280 characters allows, so putting out threads of information is a great feature we should take advantage of



Best Practices for Tweets:
Live Stream Press Conferences

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



During the incident…
1) Tell your audience to enable mobile 

notifications

2) Consider pinning 
latest and most 
important tweet / 
thread to your profile

3) Put the incident hashtag in your Profile 
Name and/or Bio to improve your agency’s 
searchability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Tweet via SMS
Text 40404

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In times of low bandwidth, this is great option.  But hopefully not necessary.



Facebook: Local Alerts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Facebook has a feature – which I’m not sure is entirely rolled out and offered to every government jurisdiction yet – where you can tag your post as a local alert and it helps bypass the standard news feed and creates a notification for users



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The benefit of this platform is that every "neighbor" in your target area gets the message. You don't need to grow your audience to be able to reach them. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Re: Nextdoor – the Health Department is on Nextdoor as well. We started on this platform in the summer of 2018 specifically to target messages to neighborhoods during mosquito control events. The benefit of this platform is that every "neighbor" in your target area gets the message. You don't need to grow your audience to be able to reach them. 



• Create image of 
important info 
that can easily 
be shared on 
messaging 
apps

• Community 
partners can 
help initiate 
circulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to pumping information out on social media, for the 1st time we tried to create jpeg’s of content that can easily be shared across messaging apps, which are used in abundance worldwide.This can all start by sharing content with community/faith-based partners you already work with…JM - The reason we did this was because our target audience couldn't be reached by our owned platforms since they do not use social media other than WhatsApp.



Social Media “Listening”
Why Should Public Health Be Doing This Again?

• Real-time situational awareness
• Get a feel for public sentiment and reaction to the incident
• Instant feedback on public messaging

 How well or poorly is the message resonating?

 Frequent questions?

 Informs future message development

• Identify and dispel rumors and misinformation
 Public and news media

 Ignore bots / trolls as much as possible

• Monitor agency reputation
 Opinions on agency response operations/services

 Threats to agency or staff

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You could say that public health responders have a much easier job to deal with on social media.  We can’t really act on immediate life safety issues after a natural disaster or mass casualty incident.  We can help with making the right agencies aware, but that is a different issue…real-time or close to real-time awareness, particularly when you have users on scene livestreamingFrequent questions are coming up that you can address and emphasize again in future posts and press releases?



Public Health Issues to Listen for on Social Media

Medium to Long-Term Impacts
• Disruption of healthcare system access, including prescriptions/medicine
• Mental health issues including stress, depression and suicide
• Food safety and water access & contamination from waste/debris
• Increased risk of infectious diseases due to lack of safe water, hygiene, 

and sanitation (including in sheltering systems)

We are not 1st responders…

We can’t respond to immediate 
life safety issues…

But every emergency has public 
health implications.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There’s been no shortage of major natural disasters affecting the US the past several years.  As public health…..



• Planning Considerations
• Resources
• Internal vs External

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Social Media Monitoring Team (SMMT)
Trained agency staff mobilized during ICS activations to 
monitor social media in support of incident objectives.

Purpose of Monitoring Social Media
Provide relevant, verifiable and actionable

information to ICS Leadership

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Operationalizing SM Listening
Input User-Defined Search Parameters

(Topics, hashtags, people, events)

Analysis / Visualization Tools
(Filter, analyze for relevant info using software)

Human Analysis
(Validate and determine if info requires leadership attention)

Reporting
(Provide ICS Leadership reports in easily consumable format)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



• Leadership Support
• Staff and Agency Resources

– Social media accounts?  Staff time?
• Team Structure and Protocols

– ICS position? Communication? Reporting?
• Team Logistics

– Software, hardware, physical space?

Planning Considerations
Building Social Media Monitoring Capacity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2) STAFF / AGENCY RESOURCES - Does agency already have established social media program or online presence?  Essential to have this come first. 1 staff that can dedicate at least 50% of time to developing/sustaining this capacity? If not, consider consultant, but still sustainability issue.  Expertise may reside in-house, but lack of time to dedicate to projectDoes agency have staff that can be trained and dedicated to perform this role during emergencies? If not, build a relationship with a VOST3) TEAM STRUCTURE AND PROTOCOLSICS position? PIO vs Planning Section vs Other?Communication Between team and ICS sections (bidirectional)Reporting Style, format, platformExternal Agency Sharing How? Liabilities?Training/Exercises Ongoing engagement to maintain skills and stay up to date on new tools/trends4) TEAM LOGISTICSSoftware / Hardware / Physical Space Requirements: Dedicated space w/ desktops/laptops/projector (virtual possible).  Remove network security barriers/filtersUnified email address for team (e.g. socialmedia@xxxxx.gov)“Dummy” accounts on various platformsActivation / mobilization protocol



• Team of volunteers activated to perform specific functions 
using social media and online technologies to support an 
organization and/or jurisdiction

• VOST Team Leader reports directly to agency
• Ex: DOHMH trained group of NYC Medical Reserve Corp 

(MRC) to assist with monitoring and online activities, such as:
– Be official message disseminators

– Providing general awareness of sentiment and commentary by public

– Identifying relevant mobilized organizations

– Mapping specific incidents or calls for assistance

Virtual Operations Support Team (VOST)

Leveraging External Support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THE VOST CONCEPT IS SOMETHING THAT SHOULD BE GIVEN SERIOUS CONSIDERATION



National / International VOSTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are options when you simply cannot sustain this internally





Free “Listening” Tools
Twitter Advanced Search
TweetDeck / Hootsuite
Snapchat (Snap Maps)

GeoTweets

Free #SMEM Training/Resources
National Disaster Preparedness Training Center Courses

NLM Disaster Library Social Media Training
ASPR TRACIE Social Media Collection

DHS S&T Work Group Reports
Drexel University School of Public Health Social Media Library

Free Live Streaming Risk Communication Tools
Facebook Live

Twitter Live
YouTube Live



Twitter Advanced Search (BOOLEAN)

https://twitter.com/search-advanced

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes


https://twitter.com/search-advanced


Twitter Advanced Search (Boolean Query)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




Twitter Advanced Search (BOOLEAN)

(ebola OR #ebola OR #ebolavirus OR #stopebola OR #EbolainNYC) AND 
("new york" OR "new york city" OR NY OR NYC OR Brooklyn OR Queens 
OR Bronx OR Manhattan OR "Staten Island" OR SI OR BK OR BX OR 
astoria)

zika OR #zika OR #zikavirus OR #virusdelzika near:"Queens, NY" 
within:15mi

"legionella" OR "legionella" OR "legionnaire" OR "legionnaires" OR 
"legionnaire's" OR "Legionaire's" OR "legionaires'" OR "#Legionnaires" OR 
"#legionnairesdisease" OR "legionario" OR "Legionelosis" OR "legionellosis“

(nycdohmh OR "nyc dohmh" OR "nyc doh" OR dohmh OR nychealth OR 
((nyc OR "new york city") AND ("health dept" OR "health department" OR 
"department of health" OR "dept of health" OR “doh”))) 

measles OR #measles OR #measlesoutbreak near:"Brooklyn, NY" 
within:15mi since:2019-04-09

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Misspelling on purpose



Vs.

*** For Monitoring ***

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Both multi-column streaming searchTWEETDECK IS ONLY TWITTERHOOTSUITE can do multiple platforms and up to 3 accounts for free if you don’t have an enterprise account.



Tweetdeck

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Both multi-column streaming searchTWEETDECK IS ONLY TWITTERHOOTSUITE can do multiple platforms and up to 3 accounts for free if you don’t have an enterprise account.



Hootsuite

Main advantages:
- Multiple platforms
- 3rd party apps integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Both multi-column streaming searchTWEETDECK IS ONLY TWITTERHOOTSUITE can do multiple platforms and up to 3 accounts for free if you don’t have an enterprise account.



Snapchat Maps (Snap Maps)
https://map.snapchat.com/

- Released Feb 2018
- Mobile or Desktop 

browser
- No account needed to 

view
- Curated by Snapchat
- Only users who elect to 

be public

https://map.snapchat.com/


Easy GeoTweets
https://www.i-resilience.fr/app/easygeotweets/#

Select radius for 
geofence

https://www.i-resilience.fr/app/easygeotweets/


Visualizing / Curating Flagged Content

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What do you do with all this stuff you find?



If you have some $$$$



Resources/Training (1)

All
FEMA 

accredited 
courses



Resources/Training (2)

https://sis.nlm.nih.gov/dis_courses/social-media/index.html#One

***Many links to other great courses within***

https://sis.nlm.nih.gov/dis_courses/social-media/index.html#One


Resources/Training (3)
https://asprtracie.hhs.gov/technical-resources/73/social-media-in-emncy-response/60

https://asprtracie.hhs.gov/technical-resources/73/social-media-in-emncy-response/60


Resources/Training (4)

OLDER REPORTS
• Best Practices for Incorporating Social Media 

into Exercises - March 2017
• From Concept to 

Reality: Operationalizing Social Media for 
Preparedness, Response and Recovery – April 
2016

• Using Social Media for Enhanced Situational 
Awareness and Decision Support – June 2014

• Lessons Learned: Social Media and Hurricane 
Sandy – June 2013

• Community Engagement and Social Media 
Best Practices – September 2012

• Next Steps: Social Media for 
Emergency Response – January 2012

• Social Media Strategy – January 2012

Examples of best practices include:
• Establishing partnerships w/ local 

media outlets before disasters
• Using the Joint Information 

System to coordinate public info 
efforts of multiple jurisdictions / 
agencies

• Setting up a central website to 
debunk bad information

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.dhs.gov/publication/st-frg-countering-false-information-social-media-disasters-and-emergencies



Resources/Training (5)

http://drexel.edu/dornsife/research/centers-programs-projects/center-for-public-health-readiness-communication/social-media-library/

Center for Public Health Readiness and Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not intended to be an exhaustive list but rather a starting point designed to get folks thinking about the many health-related information needs audiences are likely to have in the event of any of these disasters.Message templates are designed to be easily tailored/customizedBuilt off existing, cleared and reviewed content from subject matter experts at CDC, PA DOH, FEMA, FDA, etc. In addition to sample messages, library includes directives/reminders throughout based off best practices

http://drexel.edu/dornsife/research/centers-programs-projects/center-for-public-health-readiness-communication/social-media-library/


Useful Hashtags

• #SMEM
• #GSMChat
• #EMGtwitter



NOT Covered in Depth Today

Initial Risk Communication on Social Media
• Strategies / best practices during emergency, such as:

– Frequent updates (photos & live video when possible) on what you 
know and don’t know

– Clear, concise and specific actionable messages

• FEMA #PrepTalk
• Recommend looking into CDC CERC Program
• Multi-day training topic for PIOs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, all of the components of a strong message…..



Also NOT Covered (1)
Verification Tips/Tricks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, all of the components of a strong message…..



Situational Awareness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Staff in building were looking from windows wondering what happened, and rumors began to fly online.  



Fake Imagery – Classics from Sandy 2012

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you can imagine, there was a ton of rumors flying during Hurricane Sandy.Apparently, there were lots of sharks and tidal waves hitting the statue of liberty, times square station was under water.“Freezing Children in Gerritsen Beach Brooklyn”



Fake Imagery – Harvey 2017

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Believe it or not, the same shark from Sandy in NYC subways made it to Houston highways in 2017.  And I heard it showed up recently in New Orleans after Tropical Storm Barry.The airport is laguardia airport in NYC and was doctored to show potential effects of climate change



Reverse Image Searches
https://www.tineye.com/

Tweetdeck

https://www.tineye.com/


Recognizing Bots / Troll / Parody Accounts



Identifying / Recognizing Twitter Bot Accounts

Twitter Bot  Account run by software, programmed to automatically do certain activities
• High Activity
• No profile pic or background
• Very few tweets and/or tweets with extremely high RTs
• Strange name or handle with jumbled letters/numbers
• Joined Twitter relatively recently

e.g. a typical reply to a measles tweet

Closer look at profile exhibits bot characteristics

Tool confirms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bots are inescapable on Twitter.  With every emergency incident or controversial topic, you will have bot accounts fanning the flames on both sides….sometimes they are programmed to amplify a hashtag or trend, or used to amplify attacks on certain articles or views or intentional misinformation.Not all bots are malicious – some are just programmed to automatically RT or like photography or quotes or other subjects.  Most bots accounts can be easily spotted, others are harder and sometimes can be controlled on and off by a human.Trolls and bots often seek to amplify false information around controversial topics.  Vaccine Safety is definitely one of them.If an account has 100 followers, but one of their tweets has like 5000 RTs it’s part of a botnet.



Bot Analysis Tools

https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/

https://botcheck.me/

https://botsentinel.com/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thankfully I have very low bot ratings on all 3 of these tools…

https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/
https://botcheck.me/
https://botsentinel.com/


• Measles (2019)
• Ebola (2014)
• Legionnaires’ Disease (2016)
• Zika (2017)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Measles Outbreak in NYC

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Measles Outbreak Overview
• Outbreak began in October 2018 with 6 cases
• April 9, 2019 - Declared Public Health Emergency (285 cases)

o Health Commissioner ordered every adult/child who lives, works   
or resides in 4 ZIP codes and has not MMR vaccine to be 
vaccinated

o Activated ICS and Social Media Monitoring Team
• Objectives:

o Case Investigations
o Program Audits / Closure (day cares, schools, summer camps)
o Individual Notices of Violation
o Public messaging
o Community engagement

o As of 6/24:
o 609 cases
o 29,220 MMR vaccinations





Announcing Public Health Emergency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you can imagine, after announcing the public health emergency, there was a lot of activity online and in response to this tweet.   Reading through the replies to this was very interesting, entertaining and frankly sad in some cases.  But what you realize very quickly is that, these replies really can’t be real.  In fact, this person here was right because what you find in the days and weeks later when you return to older tweets, is a lof of “THIS TWEET IS UNAVAILABLE”.   This usually means accounts that were suspended or deleted and likely were just bot accounts posting nonsense to create confusion and chaos online.



Measles Issues Observed Online
• Blaming outbreak on illegal immigration / sanctuary city of NYC
• Conspiracy with “big pharma” to make money on MMR vaccines
• Typical anti-vaccine myths:

o Linked to autism
o “Poisonous” chemical additives: mercury, aluminum and 

formaldehyde
o Disbelief that these illnesses exist and/or not that dangerous
o The existence of the National Vaccine Injury Compensation 

Program (VICP)
o Harsh side effects of vaccines

• Blaming hipsters and gentrification of Williamsburg
• Train/subway safety - concerns about riding train with infants 

under 1 who cannot be vaccinated yet
• Public not always clear where to get free/low-cost vaccines



Ebola Case in NYC (10/23/2014)



Timeline of Significant Ebola Events in USA
Orange Dates = NYC Events

07/31/14 - News that 2 Americans w/ Ebola to be transferred to Emory from 
Liberia

08/01/14 - NYC DOHMH conducts largest no-notice POD full-scale exercise in NYC 
History

08/05/14 - NYC begins Ebola preparedness meetings
09/30/14 - Dallas patient with confirmed Ebola
10/03/14 - NYC DOHMH officially activates ICS

- Social Media Monitoring officially begins
10/08/14 - Dallas Patient dies in hospital
10/12/14 - Nurse 1 confirmed Ebola
10/15/14 - Nurse 2 confirmed Ebola
10/23/14 - NYC Case confirmed
11/11/14 - NYC Patient Discharged

12/29/15 - Active Monitoring Call Center Shutdown
- 5791 people monitored

02/02/16 - NYC DOHMH deactivates for Ebola
- 1 year, 3 months, 30 days

▪▪
▪ Over 1 year later



07/31/14 - 2 Americans w/ Ebola transferred to Emory
08/01/14 - NYC DOHMH conducts largest mass prophylaxis full scale exercise in NYC 
History (#RAMPEX)



News Coverage on Exercise



Government Conspiracy???



August - October 2014   Plenty of False Alarms 



No Shortage of Scares…. 



Psychic ???

The Very Next Day….



Ebola Case in NYC (10/23/2014)



Overall NYC Ebola Summary
• DOHMH Led, Large & Resource-Intensive Interagency Response

– 25 city, state, federal agencies
– 1000+ DOHMH staff and 500+ MRC volunteers
– Cost exceeding $6.5M ($23M citywide)

• Coordinated NYC hospitals to identify and isolate potential EVD cases and 
worked w/ 5 hospitals to ready treatment centers

• Conducted extensive epidemiologic investigations with rapid laboratory 
diagnostics for potential EVD cases in NYC.
– 12 EVD tests performed, 88 Persons Under Investigation.

• Developed active monitoring call center
– 5800+ travelers via JFK
– 114 healthcare workers
– Quarantined 3 case contacts for 21 days.

• Created and distributed culturally sensitive material 
– 100,000+ “Am I at Risk?” palm cards (9 languages)
– Utilized Community Outreach Teams to canvass 14 neighborhoods
– Conducted 116 community engagement and education events.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most interesting day of my Public Health career – was serving as Liaison Officer that dayWhat made this most interesting is the man decided to travel all over the city the day before his fever.



DAY 1: 10/23/14
Notification: Patient called MSF  MSF called DOHMH

DOHMH coordinated w/ FDNY-EMS & Bellevue Hospital for 
safe/rapid transportation w/ minimum exposure to others

Case Investigation and Contract Tracing:
• Interviewed patient by phone before EMS transfer
• Began contact tracing while patient en route to hospital

Lab Testing:
• DOHMH staff at Bellevue assisted w/ packing and transporting
• Test results returned ~3 hours after specimen received

Press Conference at 6:30pm Confirming Case



*** CRITICAL SOCIAL MEDIA DISCOVERY ***

• Patient information leaked from interagency 
conference call!

• Discovered by Social Media Monitoring Team 
immediately
– Reported to PIO and Incident Commander

• Prior to official press conference planned for 6:30pm
• Prior to confirmation of lab results
• Changed approach to press conference and 

preparing Commissioner talking points
• Required immediate risk communication and 

community engagement



1st Article Leaking Info @ 2:44pm

http://nypost.com/2014/10/23/nyc-may-have-its-first-ebola-case/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Though it was published at 2:44 the New York Post account did not tweet it out at same time

http://nypost.com/2014/10/23/nyc-may-have-its-first-ebola-case/


1st Tweet @ 2:51pm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



1st Time Patient Name Appeared in Tweet @ 3:03pm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



ONLINE MADNESS ENSUES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Agency Response on Twitter - ~40 mins after leak reported

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Initial Leak Caused Lots of Misinformation and Panic

Press Reported Wrong Bowling Alley!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Cleaned & Re-Opened 
Bowling Alley

“We cleaned 
every square 
inch of the 
place – every 
hole in every 
bowling ball” 
said Sal Pain, 
Bio-Recovery’s 
chief safety 
officer.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Subway Hysteria

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
n/a



Lots of Great Subway Advice Too!

“If you come across some strange mucus 
or feces or something out there...on the 

subway, on the street or somewhere 
else...don’t eat it.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgH8W9l-PfM



Cab / Uber Hysteria



1st Press Conference



Public Sentiment on Press Conference

Positive Negative



SM SitRep Summary Day 1 (10/23)

Mixed accounts of patient’s timeline in media:

• Reports he came back 10 days ago - actually 7 (10/17)

• Most sources initially reported “Brooklyn Bowl “not “The Gutter”.

• Initial reports he took Uber to Brooklyn instead of back from Brooklyn.

• Details around subway travel emerged later on; initial reports focused on the cab ride

• Residents of Harlem and Williamsburg expressed increased concern and panic 
about having been in close proximity to the patient.

• Many jokes around bowling and Ebola, humorous scenarios related to getting Ebola 
from bowling, and hipster-related jokes

• Viewers of the press conference found Dr. Bassett calming, reassuring, and 
authoritative

• Continues to be criticism around her statement that the patient was self-quarantining.



Day 2
We get a clearer picture of patient activities and share them at 2nd Press Conference

Oct 21 – No symptoms – felt fatigued, but no fever
• Visited “The Meatball Shop” Restaurant
• “Blue Bottle” Coffee Shop on High Line
• 1 Train Home to Harlem
Oct 22 – No symptoms – felt fatigued, but no fever
• Jogged 3 miles in W. Harlem neighborhood
• Took A and L Train lines to Williamsburg, Brooklyn Bowling 

Alley
• Took Uber home
Oct 23 – Low-grade fever
• Fever  Called MSF  DOHMH Notified



Community Outreach Teams



DAY 3 and Weeks Later



Last Week Tonight – John Oliver
Episode from 10/26/14

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kppVuXppaJs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kppVuXppaJs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kppVuXppaJs


Misinformation on Ebola Cures / Prevention
Marijuana cures Ebola?

Garcinia Kola (Nut)?

Bathing / Drinking Salt Water?

Nano-Silver?



Social media monitoring creates awareness amongst agency 
leadership for what most concerns the public

Helps leadership create strong messaging

Lots of repetition to battle rumors / misinformation / confusion

Cannot eliminate misinformation – can focus on what is most 
prevalent and address in public messaging

Social media summaries / stats included in Situational Reports

Ebola Summary



Ebola Humor



Legionnaires’ Disease Outbreak
(Oct 2014 South Bronx)

Confirming Water Safety Confirming Cooling Tower Disinfection



Identifying Foodborne Outbreaks Using Yelp & Twitter

• Developed program to analyze text of reviews based on keywords:
• July 2012 began analyzing reviews posted on Yelp

o Yelp provides a feed to analyze reviews for NYC restaurants
• Program to search Twitter  respond to those that may indicate a 

foodborne illness for further investigation 
• Ask users to complete a web-based survey which collects: 

o Contact information
o Name of restaurant
o Can follow-up similar to 311 complaints



Must have staff or partnership for social media capability.  It is now a mandatory 
communication tool during public health emergencies

Even with the best social media analytical tools, monitoring still requires a human 
touch (e.g. verification, interpretation, reporting to leadership, detecting sarcasm, 
etc).

Combination of tools needed.

Pick up on new keywords / trends and modifying queries as emergency evolves.

A lot of preparation can and should be done in advance.

Build a VOST relationship (whether or not you have internal capacity)

Stay on top of current social media trends.

In Summary



CONTACT INFO:

Tamer Hadi
thadi@health.nyc.gov

347.396.2769
@tamer_hadi (opinions my own!)

http://www.linkedin.com/in/tamerhadi

mailto:thadi@health.nyc.gov
https://twitter.com/tamer_hadi
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tamerhadi


Q & A



Thank You
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